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the bird's background including their
ages. Sometimes even a too-young pair
will go ahead and hatch out some babies
but then fail to follow through with
proper feeding and me young will suffer.
If two birds do not bond together within
a few days they should be separated and
repaired at a later date. Or you may
change me partners and possibly clinch a
pal! sooner.

CLEAR EGGS can be frustrating espe
cially if me clutch is a large one. Generally
in mis case me mating has not been suc
cessful due to wrong conditions. Ex
amine the situation. Is me nest box
secure? Is it large enough and the right
shape? Was it put in too early after the
birds were put together? Is the hole too
small? These items are very important to
a pair of budgerigars. If these factors are
all in good order then one must keep an
eye on the birds. Observe the pair to
determine their attitude toward one
another. Does the hen pay too much at
tention to the nest box and ignore the
cock? Check your records. Perhaps one of
the birds is too old. Sometimes the pair
can be used as foster parents provided
they have been good feeders.

DEAD IN THE SHELL is an equally
frustrating problem that can have several
causes. Chilling of the eggs can result in
half formed babies. Chilling at the end
of incubation can kill fully formed
babies still in the egg. During the
breeding season keep a sharp watch on
your birds, especially the hens to see how
tightly they sit.

Another main cause of dead in the
shell babies is the lack of humidity. Do

Most people who start breeding
budgerigars enter into it with the idea
that it is easy. Perhaps it is easy to pair up
the budgie and it is not very difficult to
house them. But it is far from easy
to breed good birds consistently.

In America, as in England, there is a
strong budgerigar fancy. The exhibition
budgerigar has a solid following and at
tracts many new fanciers each year. A
certain percentage of the new fanciers
drop out but there remains a strong
nucleus of newcomers eager to learn
about breeding budgerigars. Naturally,
they seek advice from the more ex
perienced breeders.

Not all the tricks, as you may know,
are readily divulged to me novice mainly
because the newcomer could not absorb
so many details all at once. Usually an
experienced fancier will give a novice just
the major principles of budgerigar
breeding and perhaps a list of prime
snags that can occur. If all the snags were
put down on paper the list would be so
long that it would deter all but the most
determined newcomers interested in tak
ing up the hobby.

Experience is a wonderful thing,
however, and eventually most of these
snags will be taken in stride. But for the
inexperienced newcomer the following
discussion may be of some help.

FAILURE TO PAIR is one of the first
problems of me year. Many reasons exist
but one or bom of me birds being out of
condition is often the cause. The birds
also may have been put together while
too young. This, of course, is the fanciers
fault as he should know all the details of

Walnut Acres
Aviaries

breeding
Toucans, Toucanettes,

Cockatoos, Macaws,
Be/ectus, African greys,
Australian Parakeets,
Parrots, and Finches

FEED & SEED CENTER
4549-1 51. Augusline Rd.
Jacksonville, Fla 32207

Telephone (904) 731-4422

Persons living outside tile j
southeast or not near our dealers
can call or write for more informa
tion. send self-addressed stamped
envelope.

c.L.O. nestling and conditioning
food for budgies. canaries. finches.

CANARY FORTIFIER WITH EGG
BUDGIE FORTIFIER WITH EGG
GREENSTUFF - dried greens
BEFKIN - with insects
UNIVERSAL FOOD - rich in fruits

P.O. Box 6393
Woodland Hills
CA 91365
Visitors by
Appointment Onl

Call or write lor price list.
Jerry Jennings
(213)

884-5416
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THE ULTIMATE IN DOMESTIC
AND IMPORTED EXOTIC BIRDS

AVAILABLE TO YOU

PRIME
EXOTICS

YES,
WE CARE!

o PARROTS 0 COCKATOOS
o MACAWS 0 TOUCANS 0 CONURES

o COCKATIELS 0 PARAKEETS 0 FINCHES 0 LOVE BIRDS...

INQUIRE FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AND MONTHLY SPECIALS
WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN UNITED STATES & CANADA

OWNERS & OPERATORS OF USDA APPROVED QUARANTINE FACILITIES

PRIME EXOTICS, INC.
2840 N.W. 2nd AVE., BOCA RATON

FLORIDA 33431

CALL FOR
UPDATED PRICE LIST

24 HOURS

------ (305) 391-1550-------
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fending parent can be removed. If
neither method is practical then, as a last
resort, you may place a frame of wires
(half an inch aparr) between the chicks
and the entrance hole. When the chicks
cry out for food the parents will feed
them through the bars but when the
parents go to pluck the chicks they, the
chicks, back out of reach.

SICK BffiDS will be found in every
fancier's birdroom at one time or another.
When a sick bird is detected it must be

A bad case ofscaly-face. Notice the scale creeping around the lower mandible ofthe bird.

When medicating birds by mouth be sure to place the dropper behind the tongue,

not put the eggs directly in water. If the
egg is cracked the chick may drown, Too
little humidity causes the eggs to dry out
and become too tough for the chick to
break through thus causing its death.

PLUCKING OF BABIES can be upset
ting if the parents overdo it. A light
plucking of the down is not such a horri
ble problem but if heavy plucking of the
baby's feathers occurs then one must
take quick action. The plucked young can
be fostered out to other parents or the of-

Theo van Seggelen
Roermondseweg 66a

6004 AT Weert

J-Colland
JJird and JisR

Jarm..........~

Swans are my only business.

• AUSTRALIAN BLACKS
• BLACK-NECKED
• MUTE SWANS
• TRUMPETERS

• ROSE-BREASTED COCKATOOS
• CONURES

A Dedicated Hobby

Call: The Netherlands (4950) 37211
or

Call: Canada (514) 562-2633

Now available:
Port Lincoln
Twenty-eight
Rock Pebblar

Princess of Wales, blue
Pennant, normal, and blue

Yellow rosella
Barraband

Bourke's, rosy, and yellow
Diamond sparrow

Crimson finch
Many other birds
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isolated in a warm cage and watched
carefully. Prevent the birds becoming
chilled by heating the cage but do not
stress the bird by placing it too near an
open fire or heater. If it is necessary to
medicate the bird, the dropper should
be placed behind the bird's tongue so
the medicine will be swallowed rather
than dribble OUt of the bird's beak.
Some experienced fanciers manipulate a
piece of rubber tubing directly into the
crop of the bird but I do not recommend
this method to newcomers.

SCALY-FACE is a snag one must be
constantly alert for among budgerigars.
It is a form of infestation by micro
scopically small mites that burrow into
the skin layers causing a thickening of
the skin and scab formation. The area
around the birds beak, cere, and nostrils
is most often attacked. Some mites infect
the feet and legs also. When scaly-face is
detected the bird must be isolated into a
clean cage and treated. There are many
products available for successful treat
ment of scaly-face and your veterinarian
will recommend one or two. Do not put
the bird back with the others until you
are sure the scaly-face is totally cured.
Scaly-face mites are often found on new
ly purchased birds or birds from aviaries
where unhygenic conditions and nutri
tional deficiencies occur.

DAMAGED BIRDS are simply birds
that have had an accident that produced
physical trauma. There are two categories
of damage-temporary and permanent.
The temporary damage, of course, cures
itself in time. The permanent damage
can be divided into two categories. One
that permits the bird to breed but to be
useless for showing. The other that
prevents the bird from even breeding.
Often a fright will cause a bird to fly into
an obstacle and do itself damage. A gen
etically excellent bird may become a
good breeder even though it has a poorly
healed wing that droops. Of course it
would not do well on the show bench.
On the other hand, a cock bird that has
lost a leg may be useless for breeding
although years ago I had a hen with JUSt
one foot who mated successfully on the
floor of the cage . You'll have to evaluate
each damaged bird individually to deter
mine how best to use it or whether it is
useable at all.

The list of snags that can occur in a
breeding program may well be endless, as
many old-timers will testify. I have high
lighted a few of the more common snags
in the hope that once alerted, you newer
members of the budgerigar fancy can
avoid some of them. May your breeding
season be as snag-free as possible .•

eADD TO THE BEAUTY
OF YOUR COLLECTIO

e MULTIPLY THE VALUE
OF THE YOU G YOU RAISE,
without needing extra space or food

e ADD CHALLE GE & SATISFACTIO ,
RE EW THE THRILL OF DISCOVERY:
Every time you check a nest of babies
pink eyes, white down or other signs
may signal new success for you.

Rose and Cinnamon Bourkes,
Scarlet Chested Keets (permit required),

White-Breasted Goulds,
White-Faced Cockatiels,
Fawn Shafttails, normals of these
species. Splits and possible
splits of color varieties available at
reduced prices.

BIRD BAY BREEDERS
Box 7042 St. PeterSburg, FL 33734

813-527-0252 Evenings
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ROSE BOURKE PARAKEET
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